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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The aim of AUGGMED is to develop a serious game platform to enable single and team based 
training of end users with different level of expertise from different organisations responding 
to terrorist and organised crime threats.  

This report provides the report on the first evaluation of the AUGGMED Platform in mode one 
fidelity which was conducted at West Yorkshire Police, Hydra Suite Training Facility with two 
Firearm Training Police Constables, a police constable Authorised Firearms Officer (AFO), a 
Firearm Training Sergeant and a Police Constable. 

The report provides details of the planning of the exercise, the scenarios that were used for 
the training exercise and feedback from both one to one interviews and a post exercise open 
forum discussion session. 

The results of the pilot were predominantly positive with the AUGGMED platform performing 
very well. Several hardware and software limitations were identified prior to the demonstration, 
which were solved or compensated for to achieve a stable performance.   

The feedback from these sessions has been recorded and summarized in the 
recommendations section of the report which will be considered for the development of the 
platform into mode two. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The AUGGMED platform will automatically generate non-linear scenarios tailored to suit the 
needs of individual trainees with learning outcomes that will improve the acquisition of 
emotional management, analytical thinking, problem solving and decision making skills.  

The game scenarios will include advanced simulations of operational environments, agents, 
telecommunications and threats, and will be delivered through virtual reality (VR) and mixed 
reality (MR) environments with multimodal interfaces.  

This will result in highly realistic training scenarios allowing advanced interactivity while 
encouraging security staff and first responders to engage and actively participate in the 
training process. In addition, the AUGGMED platform will include tools for trainers enabling 
them to set learning objectives, define scenarios, monitor training sessions, modify scenarios 
and provide feedback in real-time, as well as evaluate trainee performance and set training 
curricula for individual personnel in the post-training session phase.  

Finally, the platform will be offered in affordable and cost-effective Modes including Basic 
Mode (low VR fidelity and interactivity through mobile devices), Intermediate Mode (immersive 
multimodal VR) and Full Mode (immersive multimodal MR On-Site). 

In this first pilot the AUGGMED platform will be tested at Mode 1 (basic mode) which will allow 
participants to actively participate in training sessions using low VR fidelity. In addition, 
trainees will have limited interactivity (e.g., no mobility or tactile feedback). Trainees can be in 
the same or different physical location. Trainees can interact with virtual and real agents (with 
avatar) who join the training session remotely.  

1.1 Background 

The first AUGGMED platform being developed and demonstrated is Pilot 1. Pilot 1 
corresponds to Mode 1 operation and interactivity that utilises a basic computer-simulated 
environment provided via desktop and tablet personnel computers. In total three Pilots will be 
developed, providing three distinct levels of fidelity, interactivity and immersion these pilots 
will form the Virtual Training Environments (VTE) that first responders to an incident are able 
to participate in and train for.  

There are four work packages which describe the description of work that partners need to 
complete to accomplish the development of the AUGGMED platform, where appropriate these 
are broken down into tasks, each work package has a lead partner and relevant additional 
partners all with expertise to develop the requirements of the work package. These are shown 
in table 1.  
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Table 1: Technical Work Packages and participating partners 

Work 
Package 

Description of work Participants 
short name, 
WP lead in 
bold 

2 Design of serious game scenario and game play  
The objective of this work package is to design and develop an 
engine that will automatically generate game scenarios on-
demand to suit the individual training needs of the first 
responders and security personnel. The engine will adapt the 
generated scenarios to the different levels of VR and MR 
environments while maximising the training objectives and 
learning outcomes. 

BMT, 
SHU,UOG, 
UOB, GEO, 

IST, 

3 VR and MR Environments 
The objective of this work package is to design and develop the 
VR and MR environments that will be used to deliver the serious 
game to the end-user. The physical and behavioural modelling 
and technologies of the VR environments which will support the 
gaming platform will be developed in this work package. In 
addition, the framework for interfaces and devices allowing 
effective interaction between the end-user and the VR/MR 
environments will be developed here. 

BMT, 
SHU,UOG, 
UOB, GEO, 

IP, UPM 

4 Trainer Tools 
The objective of this work package is to design and develop the 
tools that will enable trainers to improve the training outcome for 
all personnel involved in training programmes and allow trainers 
to access the functionality of game scenario generation. This will 
also define the interface between trainer requirements when 
defining training scenario and the games generated, the 
interface to a running training session and the trainer 
involvement,  and the interface to assess trainee performance 
and put in place training programmes for individual trainees or 
teams. 

BMT, SHU, 
GEO, 

5 AUGGMED platform integration 
The objective of this work package is to integrate the game 
engine developed in WP2, the VR/MR technologies developed 
in WP3 and the training tools developed in WP4. Device 
management and security issues will also be addressed in this 
work package. 

BMT, 
SHU,UOG, 
UOB, GEO, 

IP, UPM 
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2. PLANNING 

A comprehensive planning document which details both hardware and software, functionality 
and components that would be tested during the pilot one exercise.  

The details of this plan were described in sections along with the agenda for the day. A short 
summary of the planning document can be seen below. 

Planning document 

 Section 2 – a description of the venue facilities and the use of the rooms 

 Section 3 – a description of the technical requirements for the pilot, and partners’ 
responsibilities for hardware and software 

 Section 4 – a description of all the participants and their role in the pilot 

 Section 5 – a description of the training scenarios which will be used in the training 
exercise 

 Section 6 – a description of the evaluation methods which will be used to ascertain the 
success of the pilot 

 Section 7 – agendas for each day of the pilot 

 

The pilot day agenda items and a short description.  

Item 1 introductions and welcome 

Item 2 AUGGMED Overview (BMT) Purpose to give an overview of the project objectives 
and the expected end result including explanation of pilot 1 and where this fits into the overall 
development of the final tools 

Item 3 Platform Overview (GEO) This presentation will explain the current version of the 
platform and will include a walk through with highlights of the main features 

Item 4 Training Exercise Scenario Overview (WYP) The presentation will cover details on 
the Pilot 1 scenario storyboard, features that can be tested, the equipment that will be used. 

Item 5 Platform training session (SHU) The Pilot 1 scenario is demonstrated by Roxanne 
Leitao to the participants to familiarise them with the developed system. Roxanne will run the 
entire scenario, demonstrating the various features and options provided by the AUGGMED 
system. 

Item 6 Short step by step test (SHU) Once the demonstration of the system has been 
completed the AUGGMED system will be used by the end-users. This will constitute the first 
opportunity for the end-users to test the system. Instructions are provided in how to use the 
system and how to follow the storyboard to complete the Pilot 1 scenario.  

Item 7 Freeplay (BMT) Users will be invited to use the platform in a free play mode to explore 
the system and familiarise themselves with the geometry and the controls 

Item 8 Platform Pilot (UOG) A training session will take place led by a trainer in which the 
trainees will carry out tasks according to the training scenario. 

Item 9 Online questionnaire (moderators) Users will complete a short online user 
questionnaire as shown in Annex 4 which will be used to gather feedback to improve the 
platform. 
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Item 10 Individual interviews (SHU) Users will complete a short interview following the 
questions in section 6.4 which will be used to gather feedback to improve the platform. 

Item 11 Group feedback (SERCO) A group feedback session will be hosted by SERCO to 
obtain feedback to improve the session.  The group feedback session will be led but users will 
be encouraged to speak freely about their experience and share their views. 

The planning document also contained the room designated for the pilot exercise. The room 
designation can be found in table 2 

Table 2: Room designations for Pilot 1 

Room 
designation 

Hydra Suite 
room 

Purpose/ equipment Team 

Trainer Room Pod 2 Location of scenario trainer and 
their equipment 

Trainer 

Blue Room Pod 1  
Breakout 6 

Location of blue team and their 
equipment 

Blue team 

Red Room Pod 3, Pod 4 Location of red team and their 
equipment 

Red team 

Observation 
Room 

Plenary Room Location of observers AUGGMED 
partners 

Instruction Room Plenary Room Location for presentations and 
group feedback 

ALL 

Technical Room Hydra Edit Suite Location of servers and technical 
equipment 

Technical team 

Interview Room Pod1, Breakout 
6, Pod 3, Pod 4, 
Pod 2 

Space for one to one interviews Interviewers and 
interviewees 

 

Figure 1: Hydra Suite and designated rooms used during the pilot 
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2.1 The overarching Scenario 

Following a cyber-attack on a non-designated United Kingdom airport, three terrorists gain 
entrance and attack the airport and the population within the airport. Weapons include assault 
rifles, handguns and an incendiary device. The storyboard of Pilot 1 following the entry of 3 
terrorists in the airport is presented in the following table 3. 

 

Table 3: Overarching Scenario Storyboard 

Action Description 

0 A non-designated UK airport is experiencing technical malfunctions that can’t be 

explained but is creating three main issues. These issues include interrupted 

radio communication, some alarms not working and lighting system 

malfunctions. The risk is considered to be low as no critical systems are affected, 

all airport security personnel including the onsite police officers are aware of the 

malfunctions and risk level. 

The airport staff continue to deliver an uninterrupted service to passengers.  

1 Sometime after three persons enter the airport from different doors. They have 

concealed with them firearms and one incendiary device. They blend in to the 

passengers and are undetected by staff. They begin to move freely round the 

passenger terminal observing passenger and staff movements.  

 

2 A concerned member of the public reports to security that they have seen a man 

they think is trying to hide something under his clothing. They describe it as looking 

like a large metal object maybe a sword or a long metal pole. He seems a bit upset 

or agitated he seemed to be watching other people.  

He was last seen near the seating area in departures.   

 

3 The man cannot be located on CCTV and security staff start patrolling the airport 

trying to locate the man. Security staff have limited radio communications so are 

relaying messages by phone or in person.  

The onsite police officers report the incident and request uniformed officers and 

a firearms unit to attend. The firearms unit is close by and arrives before any 

other officers. 

The firearms officer enters the airport looking for colleagues and security staff.  

4 Red team members start an incident (as per their aims and objectives) evade the 

blue team members, cause confusion, stay active as long as possible.  
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5 The incendiary explosives can be detonated, starting a fire that spreads into the 

airport terminal. The alarm is sounded and the evacuation starts, as passengers 

head towards the doors in an attempt to escape while the blue team are entering 

the building. 

6 Red team members disperse into different parts of the airport terminal and 

continue to use hand gestures in an attempt to control passenger movements.  

The red team evade capture as per their aims and objectives. 

7 Blue team member(s) enters the airport. 

8 Blue team member(s) tries to locate the red team members. 

9 Blue team member(s) engages with red team members in an attempt to subdue, 

arrest or eliminate the threat. 

2.2 The Participants 

A list of potential participants was identified in advance once the operational staffing 
requirements for the day had been established. These participants were then approached in 
advance and asked if they wanted to volunteer to take part in the pilot. 

The staff were given a verbal briefing of the role, skills and commitment required to fulfil the 
pilot exercise. During the briefing it was explained to them that this is not directly linked to any 
current operational qualification and will not be recorded on their personnel development 
record or as an item raised in the individual accountability meeting which covers performance 
and development monthly. 

The AUGGMED platform operates at bronze level, only the first responders to an incident are 
able to directly interact with the system and enter the geometry. Silver and gold level 
responders, while not being represented within the pilot, can communicate with bronze via the 
trainer who has full command and control of the incident. Communications between all team 
members and the trainer was accomplished using the officer’s personnel issues radios and 
the West Yorkshire Police training channels. 

Participants of Pilot 1 were end-users they were identified as one Firearm Training Sergeant, 
one Firearm Training Police Constable, four Authorised Firearms Officer (AFO) at the rank of 
Police Constable. 

2.3 The Location 

Pilot 1 took place at the West Yorkshire Police Hydra Suite which is located at the Operations 
Support Division, Wakefield in the United Kingdom. 

The Hydra Suite is a purpose built facility that supports immersive learning methodologies. 
The suite consists of seven individual rooms of varying sizes. The plenary is the largest room 
which is suitable for briefing and debriefing as well as the trainer/observer base of operations. 
There are four 'pods' these are smaller than the plenary and each contains power outputs and 
office furniture. There are also two breakout rooms which are slightly larger than the pods and 
have the same features. 
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The suite has its own command and control centre with access to 37-monitors which feedback 
directly from CCTV with audial recordings of every room. This makes physical monitoring of 
trainees possible. There is also the use of a media room with Chroma key facilities, and one 
edit and reprographics room. The suite also has facilities to create a virtual newsroom studio 
environment to aid immersion and to personalise courses. 

The hydra suite has its own internal toilets and kitchen facilities which can be used for comfort 
and refreshment breaks throughout the day. There is also an onsite catering facility where 
food and drinks can be purchased. 

There is standalone onsite BT Wi-Fi which is not connected to the forces internal network 
systems and has internet access. A stress test of the Wi-Fi connection was carried out two 
weeks before the pilot date of the 10th May. The current master branch of the AUGGMED 
platform with a client connecting to a host/client was successful. 

2.4 The Storyboard Aims and Objectives 

To enable all mode one functionality and components to be tested, the participants were given 
stories and roles to playout. Both the stories and the roles are explained in a document called 
a storyboard. By playing out the roles and the storyline the participants are unaware their 
actions are testing the functionality and components of the platform. Accompanying each 
participant is a moderator who is able to support the participant technically and observe and 
record their behaviour and interaction with the platform.  

The storyboards are structured to enable the participants to understand why they have been 
deployed to at the location and what roleplay character they are playing. There are three roles 
to play in the story red team member, blue team member and trainer. Each participant is given 
the relevant storyboard to their roleplay character, this allows them to self-brief and form 
strategize before the exercise begins.  

The trainer storyboard contains all the roleplay characters storylines, aims and objectives 
including their own. This enables the trainer to self-brief and have over all control of the 
incident as it unfolds.    

The storyboard begins with a description of an unfolding incident and their role in that incident. 
Then storyboard lays out each participant aims and objectives and finally how the exercise 
will be de-briefed.  

By playing out their roles as per the storyboards each participant will come into contact with 
each other by both verbally using radio communication and within the geometry of the 
platform.  

The storyboards are not prescriptive to allow both the opposing teams and the trainer 
opportunities to strategize, formulate plans and solve problems that they come across during 
the exercise. The trainer can interject at any time to stop the exercise, direct participants or 
maintain the flow of the exercise in the right direction to accomplish the objective.  

The exercise will play out and close once one of the team has completed their objective or the 
trainer stops the exercise. 

Once the exercise stops the scenario geometry can be reset for the next storyboard.  
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3. EXECUTION OF THE EXERCISE 

The execution of the exercise took place at 14.00hrs on the 10th May 2016. The pilot 
participants were asked to read and sign an information sheet and a consent form which 
explained what would happen during the exercise and what would happen to any data 
collected during the exercise.  

The participants assisted by the moderator were shown how to login and select the relevant 
settings / view to begin the free play session. The open free play session was designed to 
allow the participants to orientate them self’s with both the geometry and the controls. A 
diagram of the keyboard control was printed out and given to the participants. This can be 
found in the appendix of this document.  

During the execution of the pilot the room designation changed to allow for a closer proximity 
to the Wi-Fi connection unit using the rooms with the strongest signal to improve the platform 
performance when transferring data. There was also the added benefit of doubling up 
moderators so that they could observe and tackle any hardware/software faults 
simultaneously. The final room designation can be seen in table 4. 

 

Table 4: Final room designations for Pilot 1 

Room 
designation 

Hydra suite 
room 

Purpose/ 
equipment 

Team participants 

Trainer Room Hydra Edit Suite 
/ Control room 

Location of scenario 
trainers and their 
equipment. 

One Firearm Training 
Sergeant 
One Firearm training Police 
Constable 

Blue Room Pod 2 Location of blue 
team and their 
equipment 

Two Authorised Firearms 
Officer at the rank of Police 
Constable 

Red Room Pod 1 Location of red team 
and their equipment 

Two Authorised Firearms 
Officer at the rank of Police 
Constable 

Observation 
Room 

Plenary Room Location of 
observers 

AUGGMED partners and 
WYP staff 

Technical Room Hydra Edit Suite 
/ Control room 

Location of servers 
and technical 
equipment 

Technical partners 

Interview Room Pod1, Breakout 
6, Pod 3, Pod 4, 
Pod 2 

Space for one to one 
interviews 

Interviewers and 
interviewees 

 

The participants were asked to self-brief using the storyboard one document. Once it was 
established that all participants had self-briefed the trainer placed the red and blue team in the 
geometry as indicated in the storyboard. The trainer then announced the exercise could begin. 
The following images show game play views from both the trainer and the trainees. 
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Figure 2: Game play view for player 1- trainee 

 

Figure 3: Game play view for player 2- trainee 
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Figure 4: Game play view for trainer 

 

Figure 5: User Interface screenshot 

 

All four storyboards were completed and the exercise was closed at 15.30hrs. 

Once the participants had been given an opportunity to orientate themselves with the platform 
and the geometry was reset and the first exercise storyboard one was introduced.  
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4. THE RESULTS  

In this section, the results of testing the technical elements of the AUGGMED platform are 
provided.  

4.1 Application Users 

Participants of Pilot 1 were end-users they were identified as, person one is a Firearm Training 
Police Constable, person two police constable Authorised Firearms Officer (AFO), person 
three is a Firearm Training Police Constable, person four is a Firearm Training Sergeant, 
person five is a Police Constable. 

4.1.1 Technical Evaluation 

The aim for pilot 1 was to test two core aspects of the AUGGMED platform, the game engine 
and its communication with EXODUS. Getting these two aspects built and in a demonstrable 
state was a lot of work for all the technical partners. Unfortunately, due to development time 
restraints and performance issues on the day, not all planned aspects of pilot 1 could be fully 
tested, as was outlined in D6.1.  

4.1.2 Performance 

During the four scenarios and the free-play session with the Firearms team, the AUGGMED 
platform performed very well. On the Unity game engine side, all player functionality was 
available and correct, e.g. movement, shooting, crowd interaction gestures, avatar models, 
and there were no graphical anomalies with the airport level, such as misplaced objects, 
texture errors or incorrect lighting. There were also multiple audio details, such as verbal 
commands to accompany the hand gestures, crowd noises and alarms. However, there were 
some odd red team avatar behaviour when standing still with no gun drawn. In some instances, 
instead of standing still the avatar was observed to be floating above the ground in a contorted 
position resembling riding a motorbike. This, obviously, removed the ability to seamlessly 
blend into the crowd, affecting some of the scenarios.  

The EXODUS player provided large crowd volumes, that carried out diverse, believable 
actions and behaviour in the airport environment, such as queuing for check-in, looking in 
duty-free and walking to their departure gates. The EXODUS agents were also responsive, 
reacting to trainee hand gestures and fire outbreaks in realistic fashion and with a range of 
movements, such as running, walking and crouching. 

We were also able to demonstrate a fire outbreak in the airport, with perfectly coordinated 
visual rendering in the Unity game engine, with accompanying sound-effects, and EXODUS 
crowd reactions and updated crowd behaviour. The effects of the fire on the users were also 
capably demonstrated, with obscured vision and death due to over-exposure.  

Part of the pilot 1 plan was to record screen footage of the trainer and trainees using the 
Trainer Tools to help evaluate usability and design strength. Unfortunately, when testing a full 
training session, we found that the recording software, Fraps, greatly diminished the 
performance of the AUGGMED system and led to some software crashes. Therefore, the 
decision was made to forgo the recordings, which regrettably impacted the evaluation of the 
Trainer Tools. Additionally, during the pre-pilot set-up, the statistics tracking feature of the 
platform was found to be causing issues with the Unity game engine. As the pilot 1 plan did 
not involve showing these statistics to the users or using them for any purpose in the 
demonstrations this feature was switched off to optimise performance. 
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4.1.3 Reliability 

During the pre-pilot, on-site technical set-up several hardware issues arose that affected the 
reliability of the system. By the time of the pilot we were able to solve or compensate for these 
issues to have a stable performance during demonstration. However, these issues are still a 
factor going forward and are to be addressed and dealt with by the first integrated prototype 
at pilot 2. 

We brought along a selection of laptops to run the AUGGMED platform, Alienware & Dell 
laptops running Windows and Macbooks running OSX; however, the most reliable training 
session performance was found when we only used Windows machines. The AUGGMED 
platform was found to be very scalable as well, running suitably well on a modest Dell notebook 
and in good comparison with the performance of the high-end, dedicated gaming Alienware 
laptops. We are to investigate if the variation in versions of Windows OS used by the laptops 
had any effects on the platform performance. 

For the demonstration all communication between users was done using the on-site Wi-Fi. 
Unfortunately, we found that the AUGGMED performance was highly reliant on the Wi-Fi 
signal strength and that the signal coverage was not even across the Hydra Suite. To remedy 
this, we placed all participants in the rooms closest to the router, which were measured to 
have the strongest Wi-Fi signal.  

During the pilot we had no anomalous platform behaviour or system crashes. However, we 
did identify Unity server issues that would occur when one or more players would disconnect 
and try to re-join an active training session. As this behaviour was known, we co-ordinated 
between the trainer and trainee users to log into the session correctly and were able to avoid 
this issue during the pilot demonstrations. This is a software issue that is being investigated 
now and is to be corrected going forward in the project. 

4.1.4 Security 

At this early stage of the project, the decision was made to place the technical focus and 
development effort on the core, training aspects of the AUGGMED platform. With that in mind, 
connection verification and profile security were viewed as features that would be of tertiary 
interest to the end-users participating in this first pilot. Persistent trainee profiles, for log-on 
and performance tracking, are scheduled for integration in the later pilots. 

4.1.5 Interoperability 

Some minor synchronisation issues occurred between the Unity client and Unity server. 
Occasionally crowd agents would not receive position updates, which control their movement 
and position within the airport environment rendered using the Unity game engine. The 
affected agents would stand still, then, after a delay, they would then receive an update to 
somewhere far from their position, resulting in them ‘teleporting’ or hurtling to new locations in 
the environment. However, in terms of the number of crowd agents this was a very low 
percentage, approximately 1% or less.  

We also observed some disparity with the airport environment dimensions between the Unity 
game engine and EXODUS. There were several, noticeable instances of crowd agents 
passing through walls or clipping through doorways, things that users were not able to move 
through themselves. This is a matter of ensuring that the environment dimensions used by the 
Unity game engine and EXODUS are identical, which was expected to be the case going into 
the pilot.  For future Pilots it will be necessary to pay greater attention on the generation of the 
mesh that represents the circulation area of the crowd. Furthermore, the dimensions of the 
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EXODUS and Unity geometries will need to be examined and confirmed that they offer an 
exact match. 

The users all interacted with the system using the built-in laptop keyboards and USB mice, 
with no issues. 

4.1.6 Usability and Utility Evaluation 

The pilot one trial usability assessment was based on observation, questionnaires, individual 
interviews and a post-trial group discussion. The AUGGMED platform can broadly be 
separated into two distinct interfaces, one for the trainer and one for the trainee, each with 
their own features and utility.  

The trainee interface used for both red (terrorists) and blue (police) team members was based 
around a typical mouse and keyboard 'first person shooter' set up (the players’ look direction 
is controlled by the mouse and translational movement using the WASD keys). The two blue 
team participants had no issue with using this control scheme and during the free play session 
became quickly accustomed to the system, even though, from further questioning, neither had 
much experience with this control system and were more familiar with the traditional console-
based game pad control methods (Playstation, Xbox). Both red team players were also able 
to adapt to the control scheme, although additional prompting was required for one user as 
they were very unfamiliar with using a mouse to ‘look’. Again the red team members indicated 
their familiarity with console-based game pad controls.  

During the four scenarios some additional issues became apparent. The red team struggled 
to cause significant confusion and disorientation within the crowd as showing one’s weapon 
or even shooting did not elicit any reaction. Only when the crowd control commands were 
used would the crowd react, and even then the crowd reacted too slowly and inconsistently. 
To rectify this issue some further calibration might be needed to improve the way that the 
crowd reacts to the red team commands. However, it should be noted that the potential realism 
of the crowd’s reaction will depend on the availability of appropriate data that should include 
the reaction of the crowd to observing weapons or to instruction given by the red team. The 
blue team fared better with the crowd, as the available commands aligned better with typical 
police crowd commands, rather than trying to cause outright panic. It was also noted that the 
blue team was able to utilise the crowd command to good effect when attempting to determine 
whether the members of the crowd where actually part of the red team. The blue team would 
often use the 'stop' command to ensure that the crowd complied, as they believed a member 
of the red team (terrorist) would not. Once the crowd member had complied successfully with 
the command they would then use the 'go on' command to send them on their way which is 
not to dissimilar from real-world policies.   

In addition to the move and look commands, both teams could crouch and run. While there 
was an instruction sheet detailing the button functionality several issues did arise. Firstly, the 
crouch and run buttons were mapped to the 'control' and 'shift' keys respectively, but both of 
these keys appear twice on a keyboard leading to moments of confusion when the right shift 
and control keys were used instead of the left. The second observed issue is that there was a 
distinct time delay in the on-screen avatar crouching after the button was pressed. This delay 
was due to the fact that a slightly more realistic crouching time delay was added that is not 
typically apparent in commercial games. This delay caused one user to assume they had 
pressed the wrong key and double check the control sheet which led them to missing the 
actual crouch action. This issue was rectified relatively quickly as they learnt the pattern but 
they did comment that there appeared to be very little difference in player height when 
crouching was performed. 
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An additional set of controls that could be used by both teams was the crowd control functions. 
These were assigned to the number keys, one though six. Both teams were happy to 
experiment with these during the free play sessions and became accustomed to their function. 
One blue team user did ask for clarification on whether it was the 'F' number keys at the very 
top of the keyboard or the individual number keys. 

The final control could only be operated by the red team which was to initiate the fire by 
pressing the zero key. While both red team players found activating this straightforward there 
were some noted difficulties as they were unaware of where the fire would actually start. This 
was because the trainer had to select the fire location during the scenario setup due to the 
nature of how the fire worked. Both the fire and smoke effects rely on computational fluid 
dynamics data that cannot be generated in real time, hence the limited start locations. While 
the fire simulation did have its limitations, both red and blue teams commented on how 
impressive it was and the red team even discussed how it could be used to hide in as a tactical 
advantage. 

During the four scenarios some additional issues became apparent. The red team struggled 
to cause significant panic within the crowd as showing one’s weapon or even shooting did not 
elicit any reaction. Only when the crowd control commands were used would the crowd react, 
and even then the crowd reacted too slowly and inconsistently. The blue team fared better 
with the crowd, as the available commands aligned better with typical police crowd commands, 
rather than trying to cause outright panic. It was also noted that the blue team was able to 
utilise the crowd command to good effect when attempting to determine whether the members 
of the crowd where actually part of the red team. The blue team would often use the 'stop' 
command to ensure that the crowd complied, as they believed a member of the red team 
(terrorist) would not. Once the crowd member had complied successfully with the command 
they would then use the 'go on' command to send them on their way which is not to dissimilar 
from real-world policies.   

During the scenarios the fire was successfully used extensively by the red team to cause panic 
and confusion, while the smoke simulation proved an effective method of indicating areas that 
may be dangerous to enter (although there was no feedback to the user of the heat they would 
experience). This lead to rather sudden deaths of players, leaving the trainees confused as to 
why they died. This issue was exacerbated by the fact that the crowd did not seem to 
demonstrate any signs of suffering next to the fire.  The inclusion of visual cues to the heat 
they are being exposed to as a potential way to fix this issue was suggested.  

There was a noted difference during the scenarios in the usage of the simulated airport 
signage by the different teams. Whilst the red team never used the signage, the blue team did 
when they were given specific instructions to the location of the potential threat. This could 
become increasingly important when the AUGGMED platform is extended to real world 
locations in future pilots.  

The trainer interface was very different from that of the trainees, offering a bird's eye view of 
the whole airport that allowed for panning, rotating and zooming of the camera. There were 
also additional on-screen icon representations for each trainee that could be dragged and 
dropped into position at the beginning of each scenario.  Both trainers had previous experience 
with computer games and found the interface easy to use (this may not be the case for non-
gamers).   

In addition to the bird’s eye perspective the trainers had the option of an additional trainee 
view that could be selected by clicking on the required trainee icon. Essentially this allowed 
the trainer to see what the trainee was looking at. In all scenarios this was utilised frequently 
in order to get a better understanding of the thought processes of the trainees, as well as being 
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able to establish the final actions that led up to a weapon discharge incident and as an after-
action review tool.  

One final function of the bird’s eye camera was the ability to focus and lock the camera to a 
particular trainee. This mode was rarely utilised, and when the trainers were questioned about 
it they believed it was due to the fact that the bird’s eye camera allowed them to easily follow 
players without the additional help. This functionality may become more important to multi-
level or larger buildings where locating individual players could be time consuming. 

Elements of the functionality of the trainer user interface did have issues. Firstly, the size of 
the text was too small, requiring them to squint or lean in to read, and there was no text 
identifying the trainees’ individual names or if they had died. Secondly, the icons for both the 
red and blue teams were the same colour making identification difficult. Finally, there was no 
indication of what action the 'play' button elicited (it would enable the crowd movement) and 
the 'radio' button had no functionality at all. Despite these problems the trainers were able to 
start all four scenarios and maintain an understanding of the trainee actions, as well as update 
them with new instructions. They also noted that they could clearly see the reaction of the 
crowd to the trainees’ commands and the effects of the fire and smoke.  

There were a number of potential improvements put forward by the trainers during the scenario 
and in the post-trial group discussions. One suggestion was the ability to relocate the trainees 
during a scenario would be a useful feature, as the current system only lets you place them 
once during the initial setup of the scenario. Both trainers and trainees also mentioned the fact 
that there were only a limited number of crowd model types, making it difficult to issue suspect 
descriptions and follow a particular individual in the crowd. Finally it was noted that some 
elements in the environment, such as queuing tape barriers, would simply be unclipped or 
moved out of the way rather, than being a rigid barrier that could not be passed though. To 
ensure that issues like this do not arise in the follow up pilots it will be necessary to finalise 
the pilot geometries as early as possible. 

4.1.7 Training Effectiveness Evaluation 

There are two elements to the effectiveness of a technical solution being used to deliver 
training. The first is orientation, using the hardware and understanding how to use the software 
and the second is how effective a tool is a serious game platform in improving the acquisition 
of emotional management, analytical thinking, problem solving and decision making skills.  

The first was anticipated in advance and participants were given an opportunity to learn 
vicariously with further tuition given one to one if required. During the subsequent free play 
session participants could ask the moderator for assistance or ask questions at any time. This 
proved to be very successful and all the participants became orientated before the end of the 
free play session.  

The second evaluation the acquisition and improving of skills was apparent during the exercise 
and further explored in the one to one interview and the open forum session.  

In section 1 of this document it states that the “AUGGMED platform will generate non-linear 
scenarios tailored to suit the needs of individual trainees with learning outcomes that will 
improve the acquisition of emotional management, analytical thinking, problem solving and 
decision making skills”.  

By using simulations of operational environments, participants are subjected to realistic 
training scenarios allowing them to use existing tactics and skills to complete their aims and 
objectives as they see fit. During the training exercise both the red and the blue team analysed 
their situation and formed strategies and plans to help them meet their objective.  Being faced 
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with obstacles such as a realistic fire and smoke allowed the red team to create a problem for 
the blue team that they would not normally come across. This gave the blue team opportunities 
to problem solve and make decisions based on their current situation. At one stage the blue 
team made an assumption that their character was able to go into the smoke filled room as it 
looked like it was wearing breathing apparatuses. They ran into the smoke filled room and 
were overcome by smoke and fumes their character died. The next time the blue team came 
across a fire they learn from their mistake and began to evacuate the population and did not 
enter the smoke filled area. 

During the exercise the participants were clearly very engaged in their experience. As they 
became more skilled with the hardware and software they became more involved with the 
roleplay and the storyline. There comradery and competitiveness began to show as they were 
clearly beginning to take the situations they found them self’s in more serious. This came 
across as light hearted hummer and not emotional management of a stressful police incident.  

This may be due to the low graphics, no apparent building damage or graphic images of the 
population in the building. Their character also did not show any type of distortion to vision or 
impaired movement during an encounter. This is added to by the lack of changing levels of 
both sound and vision as they moved around the geometry. There were no alarms sounding 
or loud emotional shouts and screams as the incident unfolded. Coupled with the fidelity 
problems of the software and hardware their experience less immersive and emotional and 
left them feeling they were playing a “game”.  
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5. USER FEEDBACK 

5.1 Application Users 

Participants of Pilot 1 were end-users they were identified as, person one is a Firearm Training 
Police Constable, person two police constable Authorised Firearms Officer (AFO), person 
three is a Firearm Training Police Constable, person four is a Firearm Training Sergeant, 
person five is a Police Constable. 

5.1.1 Person one  

Feedback from user in full 

Question 1, How do you currently carry out training?  

“Training is done at foundation training school. Learning is reinforced at the end of each 
lesson. Three lessons a week from new officer to specials, officers, does not deliver 
Authorised Firearms Officer (AFO) training is an AFO gets training every 10 weeks across a 
10-week program from “method of entry (MOE)” to the stopping of vehicles but all the training 
is firearms training” 

Question 2, from the training methods you have mentioned, which do you feel are the most 
beneficial and why? 

“Structuring a demonstration in traffic law or breathalyser works do it physically show them 
and the let them go away to practise, learn vicariously as a firearms officer. Turn up and see 
how something is done and learn that way” 

Question 3 Do you feel that a system like this one, once it has been fully developed, could 
enhance current training methods? In what way? If any? 

“could do, it’s a bit of a away off in its current state, biggest benefit is cost as you would need 
to hire a large venue to do this kind of training, if you can run it in a small area it would be a 
benefit, can you use for training tactics and new tactics? Yes, if it was intuitive system needs 
to be no lagging or delays” 

Question 4 Are there any clear gaps in current training practice that you feel a system like this 
one could fill? 

“Making as real as possible like in a real airport with real people in it would work, how often 
would you do real exercise? About two a year sometimes at training school sometime else 
were. Do some about twice a year of this scale” 

Question 5 what are the measures currently being taken to address these gaps? If any? 

“No still have to go out to venues. Not seen any systems other than them on TV. Viper suite 
which is the same every time you run it”  

Question 6 Can you foresee any immediate barriers in adopting a system such as this one 
into day-to-day training practice? 

“Technical support all the time or can we do it on our own software and computers are not that 
stable and we would lose training time waiting for IT help” 

Question 7 what did you particularly like or dislike about the AUGGMED platform you tested 
today? 

“Like the design of airport it’s in its infancy stage, caricatures are all the same the red team 
not looking the same as the avatars so as the blue team you could be give a description of the 
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suspects and look for them on a facial recognition marks scares tattoos small children in it 
avatars need to do more normal stuff like be on mobile phone or being drunk and reading 
newspapers” 

Question 8 Did the Platform provide/Can you see the Platform providing a realistic training 
experience for you? 

“I’m happy with keys but other might be better with a gaming pad. Once you introduce the VR 
it will be more realistic” 

Question 9 what would you like to see in the next version of the system? What future features 
(mentioned today) interested you? 

“VR headset, control in hands, glove, gun move hand you can see your hand move in VR” 

Question 10 Do you feel that the statistics and assessment methods shown/described today 
will give sufficient performance feedback? 

How do they compare with current training methods?  

“statistics methods not shown as it was not working, trigger pressure we do that with real 
bullets in training if its accurately and can show you were the bullet hits, if it’s a critical shot or 
if the person is just wounded, tactics, reaction time “you didn’t see that happening” if you get 
killed by the red team members, not doing the right room entry tactics, drills need to be slicker, 
the system would need to show your hands and intricate movements, how we hold our 
weapons” 

Question 11 Do you feel that a system like this one, once it has been fully developed would 
be an effective tool to identify, develop and explore new tactics when the threat or trends 
change? 

“Yes defiantly we can develop and make better do different environments, you should be able 
to develop people from the basic level to Specialist Firearms Officers level and counter 
terrorism firearms officers” 

Question 12 Do you think others organisations would benefit from using AUGGMED? 

If yes who do you think they are? “Yes if you had your VR you could do surveillance training 
by following people without them seeing you, you could be part of a four-man team following 
and see what they have in their hands and are picking up and looking at” 

Question 13 Do you think a system like this one would enable you to exercise your training in 
decision making, analytical thinking and problem solving skills? 

“The trainer perspective would be good for tact advising I’m a tactical adviser we can give their 
advice to the commander, it would also be good for commander training, training perspective 
is good for command training, you could do command tactics, two things going off at the same 
time would be a good test like the incident in France, to be able to see were the officers are 
stacking up from the trainer view would be useful, check officers stance and how they are 
holding the weapon, are they looking all around them in full 360 or are they missing anything” 

Question 14 Have you used previously / will you be intending to use or do you know of anyone 
who has used previously or is intending to use a system similar to this for any sort of training 
purpose? And if so what and where? 

“No I don’t know of any other this is the first I have seen were you are put against other people, 
the ability to accurately reflect the tools that you use, we use a robot to scan the situation and 
if we could have that in the game it would be useful training, you can already do this in some 
current games that are on the market” 
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Question 15 How frequently and in what way are you made aware of the latest developments 
to training and in what way do you, individually or as an organisation, explore, test and validate 
their effectiveness to your training and operational needs? 

“We are often told about new kit and stuff its always real gear like the recon scout that we use, 
10-week training, use of drowns, we give feedback as teams and senior officers will assess if 
we can have it can we have a budget, training is restricted by budget, it must be cost effective” 

Question 16 Do you or have you ever engaged with industry and/or academia in the 
development of technology and any associated training needs to help fill capability or 
knowledge gaps or to keep you up to date with the latest ways of meeting your operational 
effectiveness and requirements? If not, do you think doing so would assist your role and how? 
If yes, has this proved effective and in what way?    

“We would test it with one person first then roll it out onto our teams, I would just tell them 
what we would need to do our jobs, we have some licencing problems. It has been effective 
and it works well with the feedback” 

5.1.2 Person two  

Feedback from user in full 

Question 1, How do you currently carry out training? 

“We have to replicate the large area with members of the public if we want to training large 
exercises” 

Question 2, from the training methods you have mentioned, which do you feel are the most 
beneficial and why? 

“Its real life scenarios with crowds of people” 

Question 3 Do you feel that a system like this one, once it has been fully developed, could 
enhance current training methods? In what way? If any? 

“Allow us to do this type more often they take a lot of organising and planning this would allow 
use to do it more frequently” 

Question 4 Are there any clear gaps in current training practice that you feel a system like this 
one could fill? 

“Not that I can think of we cover everything we need to anyway. Can’t think of any gaps in 
current training” 

Question 5 what are the measures currently being taken to address these gaps? If any? 

“Modulator did not really ask this question as the above answer was no” 

Question 6 Can you foresee any immediate barriers in adopting a system such as this one 
into day-to-day training practice?   

“ Is the system stable does not crash” 

Question 7 what did you particularly like or dislike about the AUGGMED platform you tested 
today? 

“I liked the graphics for this stage to a degree it was interactive and I liked the fact that other 
people were in and the crowds doing what you wanted them to do, didn’t like a little jittery 
crashing out” 
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Question 8 Did the Platform provide/Can you see the Platform providing a realistic training 
experience for you? 

“At this stage it’s difficult to say it would need to come on quite a bit for me to really see it 
being used” 

Question 9 what would you like to see in the next version of the system? What future features 
(mentioned today) interested you? 

“Improving the flow of the graphics fiddly buttons different avatars make them look different, 
members of the public are never identical when you look at them” 

Question 10 Do you feel that the statistics and assessment methods shown/described today 
will give sufficient performance feedback? 

Not asked by the moderator. 

Question 11 Do you feel that a system like this one, once it has been fully developed would 
be an effective tool to identify, develop and explore new tactics when the threat or trends 
change? 

“I don’t think the system could help use come up with new tactics but could help use with 
current training” 

Question 12 Do you think others organisations would benefit from using AUGGMED? 

“Needs to be integrated with other blue light services” 

Question 13 Do you think a system like this one would enable you to exercise your training in 
decision making, analytical thinking and problem solving skills? 

“Yes It would do it still makes you think to put your tactics in play and makes you think about 
what you are doing” 

Question 14 Have you used previously / will you be intending to use or do you know of anyone 
who has used previously or is intending to use a system similar to this for any sort of training 
purpose? And if so what and where? 

“No I don’t know of anybody” 

Question 15 How frequently and in what way are you made aware of the latest developments 
to training and in what way do you, individually or as an organisation, explore, test and validate 
their effectiveness to your training and operational needs? 

“The department does this assessment I don’t get involved” 

Question 16 Do you or have you ever engaged with industry and/or academia in the 
development of technology and any associated training needs to help fill capability or 
knowledge gaps or to keep you up to date with the latest ways of meeting your operational 
effectiveness and requirements? If not, do you think doing so would assist your role and how? 
If yes, has this proved effective and in what way?    

“I haven’t no” 
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5.1.3 Person three  

Feedback from user in full 

Question 1, How do you currently carry out training? 

“We use Power Points, physical training methods, scenario based training practise tactic with 
people and paper targets, questions and answer sessions and classroom methods” 

Question 2, from the training methods you have mentioned, which do you feel are the most 
beneficial and why? 

“The actual practical scenario are best, better than questions and answers, role play with 
people shooting back with paint” 

Question 3 Do you feel that a system like this one, once it has been fully developed, could 
enhance current training methods? In what way? If any? 

“Yes to analyse situations and to get you thinking rather than in a training scenario were you 
know there are trainers, if the graphics are right from a commander’s point of view it could be 
useful I think it also has its limitations, do “justified shoots” put people in that justification 
scenario, good way the trainer can see how the student will react in the realistic situation” 

Question 4 Are there any clear gaps in current training practice that you feel a system like this 
one could fill? 

“Shoot or no shoot situations maybe not done very often and with bodies and someone 
shouting screaming” 

Question 5 what are the measures currently being taken to address these gaps? If any? 

“Not sure, but we do were we paper targets with people with a gun or looks like a gun but this 
maybe could be better for that” 

Question 6 Can you foresee any immediate barriers in adopting a system such as this one 
into day-to-day training practice? 

“It not being used at all by us, fitting it into the current busy training schedule, will it be part of 
the national system? Will it be used by all force? Or will we just use it once a year or so? Not 
sure it will be used” 

Question 7 what did you particularly like or dislike about the AUGGMED platform you tested 
today? 

“It’s still at a very early stages graininess so I had to concentrate on the controls a lot ID of 
suspect was harder we died very quickly when we went near the fire which was not realistic 
to me. It’s nice to be part of the project at the early stage but it really is at the early stages and 
we couldn’t use it like it is. I like the airport but needs enhancing, I like the cops look but the 
villains are hard to identify. When we started evacuating people it would have been nice if they 
would have kept going and not stop. As a cop telling them they normally clear fast” 

Question 8 Did the Platform provide/Can you see the Platform providing a realistic training 
experience for you? 

“I think I need to see the next stage of development / version before I can make my mind up 
it’s a bit basic there is no substitute for the real training, not fluid two of you would turn up there 
is gaps in the walls and stuff” 

Question 9 what would you like to see in the next version of the system? What future features 
(mentioned today) interested you? 
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“The grey walls need more colour coffee shop bars controls easier to use members of the 
public react to the commands. Entrance too small. Fluid movement” 

Question 10 Do you feel that the statistics and assessment methods shown/described today 
will give sufficient performance feedback?  

Not asked by the moderator. 

Question 11 Do you feel that a system like this one, once it has been fully developed, Would 
be an effective tool to identify, develop and explore new tactics when the threat or trends 
change? 

“Potently look at it from a classroom base paper ideas and then use it as your theory test and 
then do it as a real exercise”   

Question 12 Do you think others organisations would benefit from using AUGGMED? 

“The other blue light and military could use it also” 

Question 13 Do you think a system like this one would enable you to exercise your training in 
decision making, analytical thinking and problem solving skills? 

“Very good for command training silver, gold testing them, from a CCTV perspective” 

Question 14 Have you used previously / will you be intending to use or do you know of anyone 
who has used previously or is intending to use a system similar to this for any sort of training 
purpose? And if so what and where? 

“I have used viper in the firearms training but it’s not VR I don’t know of anyone else who is 
using it” 

Question 15 How frequently and in what way are you made aware of the latest developments 
to training and in what way do you, individually or as an organisation, explore, test and validate 
their effectiveness to your training and operational needs? 

“Our training chances all the time there is always an update that we have to roll out to the 
officers” 

Question 16 Do you or have you ever engaged with industry and/or academia in the 
development of technology and any associated training needs to help fill capability or 
knowledge gaps or to keep you up to date with the latest ways of meeting your operational 
effectiveness and requirements? If not, do you think doing so would assist your role and how? 
If yes, has this proved effective and in what way?    

“No never done but I like to be kept in the loop with this tech” 

 

5.1.4 Person four  

Feedback from user in full 

Question 1, How do you currently carry out training? 

“Classroom input, scenario, live fire on the range, both mini exercises and national we do 
dozens of mini exercises in a day in house, day to day job of the AFO is dealing with criminals 
without a gun it might be intelligence lead “there in that house or in that car” “subject on foot”, 
we put on small scenarios involving role players as suspects, they are told what to say when 
the police turn up, we tell them to do something that would stop the officer from using learned 
tactic or that would lead things in a direction we want the learning to go. Marauding terrorist 
firearms attack (MTFA) is staff intensive for marshals and trainers, role players also staff 
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intensive from AFO as well, you need lots of them to make the command of it all realistic to all 
the players, bronze command trying to control lots of AFO who are also making their own 
decisions and doing what bronze is telling them to do, it is very difficult and complicated to run 
large exercises, we often use disused building or the skills village we have here, some 
exercises are done inside some outside, we find it difficult to train in a real airport so this helps 
that kind of thing, would fill that gap of large scale in this type of environment”       

Question 2, from the training methods you have mentioned, which do you feel are the most 
beneficial and why? 

“I have been training using paint rounds you know you have been hit, has drawbacks as you 
have to have the full equipment on full face mask and cuts down on peripheral vision and 
hearing, everything has its drawbacks, it’s ok moving down the concurs of the airport but there 
is no consideration of cover positions, I don’t know how you would build that in but the line of 
site is worse in a real airport, the blue team looked like they were trying to pepper pot down 
but there was no cover positions they were just moving a bit then the other person moves” 

Question 3 Do you feel that a system like this one, once it has been fully developed, could 
enhance current training methods? In what way? If any?   

“It could put you in scenarios we don’t find easy to train in as you can’t get the facilities, yes it 
could fit in somewhere, would more geometries be beneficial? Yes they would and from a 
command perspective being able to recreate a command scenario you either use real people 
or paper this gives you the opportunities to explore something quite quickly and it give you the 
option to explore things and you can stop it at any time, better from a command perspective 
than we have now, and from a crowd dynamics perspective as we can get 400 people here to 
roleplay, beneficial of having a crowd as you can’t factor that in with current scenario 
exercises, Also identifying of the subject was difficult in our training they can be seen as they 
have paint on them”   

Question 4 Are there any clear gaps in current training practice that you feel a system like this 
one could fill? 

“Paper feed training could be replaced by this sort of training tool, its playing out in front of 
you” 

Question 5 what are the measures currently being taken to address these gaps? If any? 

“I don’t think there are any, this sort of attack has not happened in the UK so we rely on 
learning from what has happened in Europe and how they deal with it and they deal with it as 
armed police we don’t have that so it’s untested” 

Question 6 Can you foresee any immediate barriers in adopting a system such as this one 
into day-to-day training practice?   

“All training packages are written so everyone has the same training across the collaboration, 
so if a package is written then it has to be done for all the forces in that collaboration, from a 
command training perspective it would be ok but for AFO point of view they would all have to 
have access to both the hardware and the software which will be harder than you think to 
introduce, we can’t keep it for own officer alone everybody has to have the training, in two 
days you have to try to get 80 officers to have completed the training all at the same time, 
because you can’t have different levels of capability and tactics across the collaboration of 
forces they all have to maintain the same level of competence so they can work together in 
an incident,  The system would have to be really robust and user friendly to be able to 
accomplish 80 officers in two days” 
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Question 7 what did you particularly like or dislike about the AUGGMED platform you tested 
today?   

 “Command training is where the benefits are and putting the officer in an environment that 
they wouldn’t normally be in, can’t train in an airport all we can do is walk round it and have a 
look at stuff, Also considerations in a fire smoke we don’t train for that, it doesn’t give the 
officers the answers it make them think about how they would tackle it, Dislike that fact that 
none verbal communication cannot be replicated, that will always difficult to do in VR” 

Question 8 Did the Platform provide/Can you see the Platform providing a realistic training 
experience for you?  

“Don’t know I’m not sure that it would be realistic enough from an AFO perspective, there is 
so much that we measure when they come training, carrying the weapon, use of cover, 
perform as a team look at where there colleagues are, there is such a lot that we look at when 
we stand back and watch a team working I don’t think you could include all of that, recording 
what they were looking at would help, Communication between teams, let’s say there was 
more than two blue team, dozen or six this puts the bronze command under pressure trying 
to co-ordinate during all the confusion, the team and members that they can’t see, that’s a 
really good learning and to be able to practise that would be useful along with post incident 
once someone has been shot is where a whole host of other training kicks in, how well does 
the bronze manage that. So from a command perspective operational firearms commander or 
from a tactical firearms commander, you could also analyse what is communicated and what 
went right and wrong in communication, perceptual distortion put officers in a very stressful 
situations and they think they did one thing but when you play it back they in fact they did 
another, useful to record everything we use camera and play it back” 

Question 9 what would you like to see in the next version of the system? What future features 
(mentioned today) interested you? 

“I think you need to make it clear who the red team are, at the moment it is difficult to tell who 
is who, we can always tell as the person is shouting and doing things that are not normal in 
an airport, but not weapon drawn something else, get a feeling that this person is not acting 
normal, also get the communications right I would be shouting at my colleagues to move up 
the wall or take cover or hold position, its two fold as well as I can talk to them if they are close 
but if they are miles away I have to use my radio, I have both in an exercise, I would also be 
able to look over my shoulder and no who is behind me even if they are in the uniform as me 
I can tell who it is, if you’re playing in the same room then the distance between you will always 
be the same even if in the game you are moving away from each other, hand signals a lot is 
done on hand signals, after a big bang you use hand signals, military hand signals are used 
mostly which can be included in the system, needs to be good graphics, fluidity, the more 
realistic the graphics the more your get involved in it” 

Question 10 Do you feel that the statistics and assessment methods shown/described today 
will give sufficient performance feedback?  

Not asked by the moderator. 

Question 11 Do you feel that a system like this one, once it has been fully developed would 
be an effective tool to identify, develop and explore new tactics when the threat or trends 
change? 

“Not from my role as an AFO, command bronze up, but you don’t always know what the 
emerging threat will be, can the system be that good and be changed that easy, you are in 
control of the red team so if you have an incident somewhere else were the terrorist have done 
something like a sleeper which will attack from behind once the first incident has been 
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resolved, the learning outcome is watch for the sleeper who will be a second wave attack, I 
think you could as long as the geometry is not too restrictive” 

Question 12 Do you think others organisations would benefit from using AUGGMED? 

“Other blue lights, I’m not sure boots on the ground would benefit as a fire fighter wants to put 
out a fire an ambulance medic wants to treat a casualty which you can replicate in CGI, 
Building design point of view if you could put players in the new design and then see how easy 
it is to cause chaos we might be able to suggest new better ways of design, firearms mock 
simulation like a fire and smoke one” 

Question 13 Do you think a system like this one would enable you to exercise your training in 
decision making, analytical thinking and problem solving skills? 

“Yes it lends itself to it all” 

Question 14 Have you used previously / will you be intending to use or do you know of anyone 
who has used previously or is intending to use a system similar to this for any sort of training 
purpose? And if so what and where?  

 “No we don’t” 

Question 15 How frequently and in what way are you made aware of the latest developments 
to training and in what way do you, individually or as an organisation, explore, test and validate 
their effectiveness to your training and operational needs?  

“Yes we have some simple interactive CGI stuff”  

Question 16 Do you or have you ever engaged with industry and/or academia in the 
development of technology and any associated training needs to help fill capability or 
knowledge gaps or to keep you up to date with the latest ways of meeting your operational 
effectiveness and requirements? If not, do you think doing so would assist your role and how? 
If yes, has this proved effective and in what way?    

“No I don’t sorry” 

5.1.5 Person five  

Feedback from user in full 

Question 1, How do you currently carry out training?  

“I’m not a trainer, I do training as an AFO and Public Order officer (PO)”  

Question 2, from the training methods you have mentioned, which do you feel are the most 
beneficial and why?  

Not asked by the moderator. 

Question 3 Do you feel that a system like this one, once it has been fully developed, could 
enhance current training methods? In what way? If any?  

“Use this system to do any scenario that you want public order, firearms, there are restrictions 
with buildings and venues that you can use in real life, Very hard to source trains, plains, 
buildings” 

Question 4 Are there any clear gaps in current training practice that you feel a system like this 
one could fill?  

“We have a lot of stuff in West Yorkshire and we can train for all the things that might happen”  

Question 5 what are the measures currently being taken to address these gaps? If any?  
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“States mostly as above but points out that get a hold of venues is hard and owners don’t want 
you setting fires and damaging the venue so that is a limitation” 

Question 6 Can you foresee any immediate barriers in adopting a system such as this one 
into day-to-day training practice?  

“There are officers even in this job who don’t like the blood and guts gore that is part of it and 
they may not like a platform that was so real, with AFO’s its part of the job, needs to be very 
simple to use needs a big red button for go and green button for stop any more and it becomes 
hard, found the keyboard hard to use would be better with a game pad type thing as you have 
to keep looking down at the keyboard”   

Question 7 what did you particularly like or dislike about the AUGGMED platform you tested 
today?  

“It was good, rather than everybody having to go to a real airport, health and safety briefing, 
recon you just sit in front of a computer and get on with it,  you can just click a button and reset 
and start again quickly, it takes time to move a real crowd back into the beginning position but 
this just resets, gaps in the technology it’s not ready it’s a bit ruff, it would be good if you could 
map areas and reproduce them with shops and everything, then there is no need to shut down 
the place for a whole night”   

Question 8 Did the Platform provide/Can you see the Platform providing a realistic training 
experience for you?  

“Yes I can do once its sorted out, needs to be better than to days version”     

Question 9 what would you like to see in the next version of the system? What future features 
(mentioned today) interested you?  

“You want to be able to stand with a gun in your hand and move, we all look the same, I need 
to look different, and until someone walks different you can’t tell them apart, people must stand 
out for the right reasons”  

Question 10 Do you feel that the statistics and assessment methods shown/described today 
will give sufficient performance feedback? 

 Not asked by the moderator. 

Question 11 Do you feel that a system like this one, once it has been fully developed, Would 
be an effective tool to identify, develop and explore new tactics when the threat or trends 
change?  

“Yes it can be used, you can’t train with people and fire, more freedom to set off the fire, you 
can’t train for the panic of people coming towards you so it would be good for that” 

Question 12 Do you think others organisations would benefit from using AUGGMED? 

“All blue light, evacuation of building and arenas, you could use it for public order type stuff”  

Question 13 Do you think a system like this one would enable you to exercise your training in 
decision making, analytical thinking and problem solving skills?  

“Yes it does test it, you had a game plan and got into it, it is the same as normal, the role play 
is per scripted but this is not, you get very use to the current scenario’s sometime to the point 
that you know what is going to happen around the corner, with this you can just make it up on 
the day, you could have 20 scenarios in a day” 
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Question 14 Have you used previously / will you be intending to use or do you know of anyone 
who has used previously or is intending to use a system similar to this for any sort of training 
purpose? And if so what and where?  

“No nothing like this”  

Question 15 How frequently and in what way are you made aware of the latest developments 
to training and in what way do you, individually or as an organisation, explore, test and validate 
their effectiveness to your training and operational needs?  

“Law changes and procedure changes and then training has to change too, its always 
changing and adapting”  

Question 16 Do you or have you ever engaged with industry and/or academia in the 
development of technology and any associated training needs to help fill capability or 
knowledge gaps or to keep you up to date with the latest ways of meeting your operational 
effectiveness and requirements? If not, do you think doing so would assist your role and how? 
If yes, has this proved effective and in what way?    

“No I don’t sorry” 

In table 5 below, the type of hardware the participants used, what role they played and their 
main comments taken from the one to one interviews are provided. 

Table 5: Participants device, role and comments 

Type of 
Device 

Role 
played 

Main comments Participant 

Laptop, 
keyboard 
and 
mouse 

Red 
team 

biggest benefit is cost  

Tec support all the time, can’t lose training time waiting 
for IT help.  

facial recognition by using marks scares, tattoos  

small children should be there  

Need to do more normal stuff like be on mobile phone or 
being drunk.  

be better with a gaming pad  

if it’s a critical shot or if the person is just wounded,  

you could do surveillance training 

it would also be good for commander training 

Person one 

Laptop, 
keyboard 
and 
mouse 

Red 
team 

Its real life scenarios with crowds of people.  

Is the system stable does not crash? 

need to come on quite a bit for me to really see it being 
used 

members of the public are never identical when you look 
at them, 

Makes you think to put your tactics in play and makes 
you think about what you are doing. 

Person two 
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Laptop, 
keyboard 
and 
mouse 

Blue 
team 

do justified shoots put people in that justification 
scenario 

Trainer can see how the student will react in the realistic 
situation. 

I like the cops look but the villains are hard to identify 

When we started evacuating people it would have been 
nice if they would have kept going and not stop. As a 
cop telling them they normally clear fast. 

I think I need to see the next stage of development / 
version before I can make my mind up it’s a bit basic 

The grey walls need more colour coffee shop, bars 

The other blue light and military 

Person 
three 

Laptop, 
keyboard 
and 
mouse 

Trainer day to day job of the AFO is dealing with criminals 
without a gun 

MTFA staff intensive for marshals, trainers, role players 
also staff intensive from AFO 

bronze command training trying to control lots of AFO 
who are also making their own decisions and doing what 
bronze is telling them to do 

we find it difficult to train in a real airport 

but there is no consideration of cover positions, the line 
of site is worse in a real airport, 

recreate a command scenario you either use real people 
or paper this give you the opportunities to explore 
something quite quickly and you can stop it at any time,  

better from a command perspective than we have now, 
and from a crowd dynamics perspective as we can’t get 
400 people here to roleplay, 

Paper feed training could be replaced by this sort of 
training tool, its playing out in front of you. 

All training packages are written so everyone has the 
same training across the collaboration, in two days you 
have to try to get 80 officers to have completed the 
training all at the same time, because you can’t have 
different levels of capability and tactics across the 
collaboration, they all have to maintain the same level of 
competence so they can work together in an incident I’m 
not sure it would be possible to do 80 in two days 

The system would have to be really robust and user 
friendly,    

Person four 
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Also considerations in a fire smoke we don’t train for 
that, it doesn’t give the officers the answers it make them 
think about how they would tackle it,  

Dislike that fact that none verbal communication cannot 
be replicated, 

Communication between teams, let’s say there was 
more than two blue team, dozen or six this puts the 
bronze command under pressure trying to co-ordinate 
during all the confusion, 

once someone has been shot is where a whole host of 
other training kicks in, 

from a command perspective operational firearms 
commander or from a tactical firearms commander, you 
could also analyse what is communicated and what 
went right and wrong in communication, 

I think you need to make it clear who the red team are, 
at the moment it is difficult to tell who is who, we can 
always tell as the person is shouting and doing things 
that are not normal 

get the communications right I would be shouting at my 
colleagues to move up the wall or take cover or hold 
position, 

if they are miles away I have to use my radio, I have both 
in an exercise, 

hand signals a lot is done on hand signals, after a big 
bang you use hand signals, military hand signals 

Laptop, 
keyboard 
and 
mouse 

Red 
team 

It was good, rather than everybody having to go to a real 
airport, health and safety briefing, recon you just sit in 
front of a computer and get on with it,   

you can just click a button and reset and start again 
quickly,  

it takes time to move a real crowd back into the 
beginning position but this just resets, 

Person five 

5.1.6  Open forum feedback session  

This session was facilitated by a partner from SERCO who provided an open questions 
session with dynamic facilitation based upon the observations that were made during the 
course of the pilot. 

All the members of the consortium partners were present and in addition there were the 
participants from the exercise and key stakeholders from within West Yorkshire Police, namely 
foundation training and counter terrorism. Feedback was recorded by the Hydra CCTV and 
audio recording equipment and highlights from the footage are given in the appendix. 
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6. EVALUATION 

Overall pilot one was successful in testing “mode one” of the AUGGMED platform. On the pilot 
day the planning and logistics allowed the volunteers from West Yorkshire Police to test the 
platform and roleplay out the exercise storyboards to a concluded end. Partnership members 
facilitated the day and gathering user feedback on both technical and none technical 
observations. 

The user feedback will be used to shape the development of “mode two” which will be tested 
in 2017.   
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7. CONCLUSION 

7.1.1 Technical Conclusion 

The pilot 1 demonstration was a success, with the AUGGMED platform performing very well. 
Several hardware and software limitations were identified prior to the demonstration, which 
were solved or compensated for to achieve a stable performance. Unfortunately, some 
synchronisation issues between EXODUS the Unity Server and the Unity clients game engine 
remained and some minor, planned features had to be temporarily removed. These didn’t 
detract anything from the pilot and will be included in the recommendations. 

7.1.2 Usability and Utility Conclusion 

In conclusion there were a number of usability and stability problems with the current 
AUGGMED platform, but the core mechanics of the simulation had enough functionality to 
successfully complete the four training scenarios without large periods of system training or 
familiarisation. Both the trainers’ birds’ eye and the trainees’ first-person views worked well 
and allowed the participants to understand and perform their roles without significant difficulty. 
All parties felt that the graphics were, in general, on par to the typical visuals they would see 
on gaming consoles, with the exception of the members of the crowd, all of whom appeared 
to look similar in nature and be governed by movements that seemed unnatural.  

Many of the issues with usability could be addressed with improved control key instructions 
and relatively simple changes to the interfaces. While networking issues did hamper some 
elements of stability, there was no negative feedback given about the simulation frame rate 
which was maintained at around 40-60 frames per second even with larger crowds and the 
fire simulation active (30 frames per second is typically considered the bare minimum for real-
time interaction).   

Overall, the core functionality was sufficient enough to demonstrate the unique features of the 
AUGGMED platform and the potential advantages to training in a final system. 

7.1.3 Training Effectiveness Conclusion 

In conclusion the platform in its current level of development and fidelity is not fit for purpose 
as a training tool. However, it is very clear that this type of new approach to training with the 
right level of realism can be used to exercise and improve the acquisition of emotional 
management, analytical thinking, problem solving and decision making skills”. In this pilot it is 
clear from the feedback that the participants were using their skills of problem solving and 
analytical thinking along with making decisions using the national decision making model. This 
helped them overcome the problems they faced.  

The current level of graphics with its lack of realism and diversity impaired the ability for the 
participants to become fully immersed in their experience. This made it very difficult for the 
participants to become emotionally involved in the incident and they often used the word 
“game” in a context that meant they were playing a fun game. This context would not be used 
to describe a police training course or the scenario for a large police exercise. This lack of 
emotional immersion came across as light hearted hummer and not emotional management 
of a stressful police incident.  

It was also highlighted by the participants who were currently responsible for training that this 
kind of training tool could also be used to replace some aspects of table top and paper feed 
exercises. They felt this could be used within command training giving a more dynamic realism 
with limited time for commanders to make a decision and give them less opportunities to take 
advice before issuing a command. 
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8. RECOMMENDATIONS 

8.1.1 Environmental  

 The environment must be visually shocking and very graphic to allow full immersion 
and the acquisition of emotional response from the participants. 

 Changing level of sound should happen as you move around the geometry. There 
should be alarms sounding and loud emotional shouts and screams as an incident 
unfolds. 

 The building should show damage after an incident. 

 None structural barriers such as queuing tape and demarcation lines must not be 
rigid barriers. 

 Signage should be clear and meaningful. 

8.1.2 Population / Gameplay 

 The avatar character should show some type of distortion to vision or impaired 
movement during an encounter. 

 The population needs to be very diverse in nature and follow commands given by the 
participants with good compliance. 

 The participant’s caricature needs to have identifying characteristics that can be 
given as a description such as tattoos, marks, scars or distinctive clothing and items. 

 Resolve the red team avatar behaviour when standing still with no gun drawn. 
Instead of standing still the avatar was observed to be floating above the ground. 

 Include communication channels capability by the first integrated prototype at pilot 2. 

 Include the ability for the trainer to move the participants anywhere in the geometry 
during the exercise (teleport). 

 Identify the players in the trainer view including participant’s name / call sign. Make 
the text larger in the trainer view. Clearly indicate the difference between the red and 
blue team icons. 

 The participants need to be aware of where the fire would actually start when they 
push the keyboard button. 

 There needs to be feedback to the user of the heat they would experience and the 
effects of the smoke.  

 The crowd must demonstrate signs of suffering next to the fire. 

 Along with the keyboard and mouse control functions introduce a console-based 
game pad controls capability. 

8.1.3 Platform / System  

 Resolve all synchronisation issues between Unity server and the Unity clients. 

 Include the removed planned features in the first integrated prototype at pilot 2 
development such as the statistics tracking feature and the recording software 
capability. 
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 Investigate if the variation in versions of Windows used by the laptops had any 
effects on the platform performance. 

 Resolve the identified Unity server issues that occur when one or more players would 
disconnect and try to re-join an active training session.  

 Resolve the crowd agent’s issue of them not receive position updates. The affected 
agents would stand still, then, after a delay, they would then receive an update to 
somewhere far from their position, resulting in them ‘teleporting’ or hurtling to new 
locations in the environment.  

 Resolve the disparity between the airport environment dimensions between the Unity 
game engine and EXODUS. Ensure that the size of the models in both EXODUS and 
Unity is an exact match and furthermore pay greater attention to the generated mesh 
that represents the circulation area of the pilot geometries.  
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9. APPENDIX A 

Keyboard controls 

 

 

List of participants 

Participant No *  Participant organisation name and short name Country  
1 (Coordinator)  BMT Group Ltd (BMT) UK  

2  University of Greenwich (UOG) UK  

3  Piraeus Port Authority (PPA) Greece  

4  Ferrocarrils de la Generalitat de Catalunya (FGC) Spain  

5  University of Birmingham (UOB) UK  

6  GEOMOBILE (GEO) Germany  

7  Sistemes D’Emergencies Mediques (SEM) Spain  

8  Police and Crime Commissioner for West Yorkshire (WYP) UK  

9  Sheffield Hallam University (SHU) UK  
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10  Israteam (IST) Israel  

11  SERCO (SER) Belgium  

12  Integration Power (IP) Greece  

13  Ministry of Citizens Protection (EDPD) Greece  

14  Universidad Politécnica de Madrid (UPM) Spain  

Open forum feedback: 

Many of the incidents that are attended people are intoxicated by drugs and alcohol.  

The public doesn’t evacuate properly they should run away when told and it was difficult to 
identify the red team members within the crowd.  

This is not reality as they give some none verbal and verbal indicators, the passport control 
barriers would fall down, the security check point door is too small, problems with the getting 
stuck at passport control, everybody dresses differently in real life, different faces, needs large 
scale different types of people and clothing children, elderly, teenagers, Crowd needs to be 
more varied, kids, heights, faces. 

It was unclear if people were stopping as part of the program or by command from my hand 
gesture,  

How can you tell whether the crowd is listening to you?  The players need feedback. 

Need to be able to ID the red team but not only by sight must they have a different behaviour 
that officers can pick up on,  

there is sometimes pre planned operations which has a back story that is not shown in the 
simulation, back story has photos, hostile re conscience, CCTV, ANPR pickup vehicle, once 
this becomes a warm zone then the investigators will ask for the back story CCTV, Mobile 
phone footage, social media, airport announcement system so the ground makes for an exit, 

Replacing paper, gets the theory closer to reality, you can never replace reality training with 
this, must have investigative strand and physic strand investigation,  

It offers the opportunity to walk around an airport, to have 400 people in an exercise is just not 
done so that is really good,  

commanders have never been firearms officers so this would be a good tool for their training, 
bronze commander can’t see what going on so it would be good for them and tack advice, it 
would be useful if it was the CAD drawings then that would be better as we could learn the 
layout,  

Commanders have paper feed which they have chance to think before they answer but with 
this is happens and they don’t have time to think, you could have multiple incidents and 
commanders from across the country,  

Controls are not good needs to be better,  

it’s limited how much human behaviour you can build into a system, difficult to include NVQ’s, 
suspect descriptions would give them the person to look for in the crowd but would miss the 
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NVQ’s, if you could hear them shouting and carrying on that would do, we need to put into the 
system that the fire is having an effect on them heat radiated flux, smoke but not fumes, the 
crowd needs to run away, there would be some communication from the crowd “they went that 
way” you need to consider peripheral vision, comms not open mic you have to press the 
button, hand on shoulder, elbow in the back, you would also shout at each other and then use 
radio at distance, hand signals once shots have been fired with loss of hearing, hand gestures 
are military style so can be taken off the internet,  

Radio channel going down on blue team would also be good training, you can use load verbal 
if sound levels are high and if they are low then we would use hand gestures,  

no BA equipment, what it made me think today what would we do if we were in a burning 
airport, it has made me think about how I would fight in an open area, we don’t train in that 
environment, we don’t train for fire, they don’t like firearms on airside,  

commands such as “get out of the way” what is the right way we could send into the line of 
fire or fire, better to say go to exit B or C, we teach AFO not to be a robots and use just one 
type of way to talk to people they will always use their own method you can list them all.  

Could have had two floors what would you do with two levels? Yes we have tactics to cover it 
but it would be better to train in we would use more tactics.   They enjoyed engaging against 
their colleagues.    


